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The only proposed observation of a discrete, hexacontatetrapole (E6) transition in nature occurs
from the T1/2 = 2.54(2)-minute decay of 53mFe. However, there are conflicting claims concern-
ing its γ-decay branching ratio, and a rigorous interrogation of γ-ray sum contributions is lacking.
Experiments performed at the Australian Heavy Ion Accelerator Facility were used to study the
decay of 53mFe. For the first time, sum-coincidence contributions to the weak E6 and M5 decay
branches have been firmly quantified using complementary experimental and computational meth-
ods. Agreement across the different approaches confirms the existence of the real E6 transition; the
M5 branching ratio and transition rate have also been revised. Shell model calculations performed
in the full pf model space suggest that the effective proton charge for high-multipole, E4 and E6,
transitions is quenched to approximately two-thirds of the collective E2 value. Correlations between
nucleons may offer an explanation of this unexpected phenomenon, which is in stark contrast to the
collective nature of lower-multipole, electric transitions observed in atomic nuclei.

PACS numbers: 23.40.-s, 21.60.Fw, 23.20.Lv

First-order electromagnetic processes are the primary
mechanism by which excited states in atomic nuclei relax,
most often via single γ-ray emission. Since both initial-
and final-state wave functions possess a well-defined spin
(J) and parity (π), conservation laws impose a character-
istic multipolarity (σλ) for each discrete transition. Na-
ture favours pathways that proceed via the lowest avail-
able multipole order; as such, ∆J = 1, 2 transitions are
prevalent in atomic and nuclear systems. However, situ-
ations arise in which the only available decay pathway is
hindered by a larger angular-momentum-change require-
ment [1]. As the multipole order increases, the number of
known cases decreases rapidly. For example, there are ≈
1100 pure or mixed ∆J = 3 (E3 or M3), ≈ 170 ∆J = 4
(E4 or M4), and ≈ 25 ∆J = 5 (E5 or M5) transitions
reported in atomic nuclei.

Despite discovery of over 3,000 different nuclides, only
one claim of ∆J = 6, or hexacontatetrapole, decay has
been reported: the Jπ = 19/2− → Jπ = 7/2−, E6 γ de-
cay from 53mFe [2–5] (see Fig. 1 for details). Low-lying
states in this nucleus can be understood in the (f7/2)
model space with an effective interaction derived from
the energy-level spectra of 54Co (53Fe plus a proton) and
54Fe (53Fe plus a neutron) [4]. Isomerism of the 19/2−

level occurs due to its location relative to the other yrast
states i.e., those with the lowest excitation energy for a
given spin and parity. The only alternate decay path-
ways to the E6 transition are the strongly hindered M5,
Jπ = 19/2− → 9/2− and E4, Jπ = 19/2− → 11/2−

transitions.

However, inconsistencies in γ-ray branching ratios and
reduced transition rates are reported in the literature
[2, 3]. Although they are relatively rare, γ-ray ‘sum-

ming’ events could be mistaken for the very weak, E6
decay; these occur when multiple γ rays are incident on
the same detector within an unresolvable time window.
It is even possible that no real E6 transition was observed
in the prior work, and the feature at 3041 keV reported
in the energy spectrum of Ref. [2] consists entirely of sum
events. Despite their importance, a thorough and quan-
titative understanding of sum contributions was lacking
[2, 3].

This Letter reports the first direct confirmation of E6
γ decay in 53mFe using a novel combination of experi-
mental, computational and Monte Carlo techniques that
fully quantify the sum contributions; this confirms the
highest multipole order ever observed. With a now-well-
defined E6 transition strength, and revised values for the
M5 and E4 γ decay, 53mFe provides a unique test of
the nuclear shell model and our present understanding
of high-multipolarity transitions within a single nuclear
system. Comparison with theoretical shell model calcu-
lations performed in the full fp-model space shows, sur-
prisingly, that low- and high-multipolarity transitions in
atomic nuclei are fundamentally different in nature.

The experiments were performed at the Heavy Ion Ac-
celerator Facility at the Australian National University.
A 2-pnA beam of 50-MeV, 6Li ions delivered by the 14UD
Pelletron accelerator was incident on self-supporting tar-
gets of natural vanadium. Three separate, 10-mg/cm2

thick targets were used; these were replaced periodically
to suppress build up of long-lived activity. Excited states
in 53Fe were populated via the 51V(6Li,4n)53Fe reaction.
Other fusion-evaporation channels led to production of
neighbouring isotopes of iron, manganese, chromium,
vanadium, titanium and scandium. Since many of these
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FIG. 1. Level scheme showing the energies (in keV) of excited states and γ-ray transitions observed in the decay of 53mFe
[6], together with nucleon configurations that couple to form the 19/2− isomer. The γ-ray intensities were determined in this
work. Proton (neutron) particles are depicted by red (blue) solid spheres; proton (neutron) holes are shown as faded spheres.
Coupling of the proton- and neutron-hole configurations leads to formation of the 19/2− isomeric state at 3040 keV.

nuclides are stable against β decay, their prompt γ rays
were easily separated from delayed decay of 53mFe via
subtraction of suitable sections of the time-correlated
data discussed below.

Relaxation of 53mFe was studied via γ-ray spectroscopy
using the CAESAR array of Compton-suppressed High-
Purity Germanium (HPGe) detectors [7]. Of the nine
detectors used, six were fixed in the vertical plane, per-
pendicular to the beam axis and ≈ 12 cm from the target.
The remaining three, in the horizontal plane, were on rail
systems allowing their radial position to be moved. The
detector-suppressor assemblies were retracted such that
the front collimator that defines the detector illumination
was moved from ≈ 8.5 cm to ≈ 12 cm from the target
between measurements, reducing the exposed solid an-
gle by approximately a factor of two. These are referred
to as the ‘near’ and ‘far’ geometries, respectively, and
discussed quantitatively in the text below. Standard γ-
ray sources of 152Eu and 56Co were used for energy and
absolute detection-efficiency calibrations.

A continuous 6Li beam irradiated the target for
7.5 minutes (approximately three half-lives of 53mFe), af-
ter which the beam was intercepted and decay of the
isomer was observed for 20 minutes (approximately eight
half-lives). A custom-made counter, with an oscillator
that can be driven at various well-defined frequencies,
was used in conjunction with the CAESAR data acqui-
sition system to time-stamp individual γ-decay events
across many repeating irradiation-decay cycles. Obser-
vation of intense 701-, 1011-, 1328- and 2338-keV γ rays
confirmed production of 53mFe.

The bulk of nuclei produced in the reactions have much
longer lifetimes than 53mFe. Subtracting the second 10
minutes of the collection cycle from the first 10 min-

utes resulted in a much cleaner energy spectrum that
strongly enhances the peak-to-total ratio for 53mFe de-
cay, while only sacrificing ≈ 12% of the total 53mFe
data collected. The time spectrum of collected events,
as well as the total γ-ray and time-subtracted γ-ray
energy spectra are presented in Fig. 2. Gamma rays
from the decay of 53mFe have been labeled by their en-
ergy in keV. The remaining γ rays have been identified
as arising from decay of 75mGe (T1/2 = 48 s), and
β decay of 51Ti (T1/2 = 346 s), 53Fe (ground state,
T1/2 = 510 s), 52V (T1/2 = 208 s), 20F (T1/2 = 11 s)
and 28Al (T1/2 = 134 s).

Total yields of γ rays from 53mFe decay, measured in
both geometries, are provided in Table I of Ref. [8]. In
addition to the real E6 transition reported in this Let-
ter, 53mFe exhibits three alternate decay pathways to the
ground state (refer to Fig. 1 for details). Each individ-
ual cascade presents a potential summing contribution
(Si) to the true 3041-keV γ-ray intensity (Iγ) that re-
quires careful consideration. The observed full-energy
peak yield (Yγ) is given by:

Yγ = Iγ + ΣSi, (1)

where the sum is over each possible multi-transition cas-
cade that connects the level to the ground state. While
the real 1713-, 2338- and 3041-keV full-energy peaks are
all expected to contain individual sum contributions, an
additional peak observed at 2029 keV in Fig. 2 is entirely
composed of sum events (701 keV + 1328 keV).

Experimental and computational methods were
adopted to quantify the sum-coincidence component in
each of these measured full-energy peak yields. Full de-
tails of the methods and their results are described in
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FIG. 2. (a) Time spectrum from the ADC clock recorded
with each γ-ray event illustrating the irradiation and out-
of-beam collection period split into two parts, gates A and
B. Lower panels show (b) the total γ-ray spectrum recorded
(gate A plus gate B) and (c) the subtracted spectrum (gate
A minus gate B) described in the text. The inset spectrum is
on a linear scale and expands the region near the 3041-keV,
E6 transition.

Refs. [8, 9]; a brief explanation of each method is pro-
vided here:
• Experimental: The measured yield of the 2029-keV
full-energy sum peak, which can only occur though sum-
ming, can be scaled to estimate the sum-coincidence com-
ponents of the other transitions while accounting for de-
tection efficiencies and angular correlations.
• Geometric: Sum-coincidence events can be directly in-
ferred by considering changes in counting efficiency be-
tween the ‘near’ and ‘far’ detector geometries.
• Computational: The sum contribution to Yγ(3041 keV)
can be estimated from measured γ-ray intensities, detec-
tion efficiencies and angular correlations by solving the
set of equations that govern the different sum contribu-
tions.
• Monte Carlo: A Monte Carlo simulation was devel-
oped to model the γ decay of 53mFe and evaluate sum-
ming contributions expected with the CAESAR array.

Consistency between the various approaches across
both detector geometries gives confidence in the deduced
branching ratios. Therefore, the analysis confirms that
the E6 transition is real, and enables a firm measurement
of its decay branching ratio for the first time.

Transition strengths for the E4, M5 and E6 decays
were calculated using the new branching ratios derived
from results of the Experimental method; they are pre-
sented in Table III. These have been determined using
the adopted 19/2− state lifetime of T1/2 = 2.54(2) min
[6] and theoretical internal conversion coefficients; values

for L = 1 − 5 were calculated using BRICC [10], while
for L = 6 it was calculated directly using the RAINE
code [11]. Intensities reported by Black et al [2, 3],
and transition strengths determined using the relative
intensities of Ref. [3] are included for comparison. We
confirm the reported values for E4 decay, however, the
competing M5 branching ratio and transition strength
were found to be ≈20% lower. Notably, the branching
ratios of transitions depopulating the state at 2339 keV
were also found to be significantly different to those of
Black et al [3].

To gain microscopic understanding of the high-
multipolarity transitions in 53mFe, shell model calcula-
tions were performed with the NuShellX code [12]. For
comparisons between theory and experiment, it is useful
to consider the reduced matrix element, Mp, which is
related to the reduced transition strength by:

B(Eλ; Ji → Jf ) =
M2

p

(2Ji + 1)
, (2)

where Mp is further separated into its proton (Ap) and
neutron (An) contributions:

Mp = Ap · εp + An · εn. (3)

Typically, Ap andAn are calculated to account for con-
figuration mixing within the major shell, while effective
nucleon charges are introduced to account for cross-shell
mixing. Thus εp,n = ep,n + δp,n, where ep,n are bare
nucleon charges and δp,n are core-polarization charges.

Calculations were performed within a restricted
(f7/2)13, and full fp model space with two commonly
used Hamiltonians, GFPX1A [2] and KB3G [3]. Excited-
state energies were in good agreement with the adopted
values [6]; for example, the energies of the 19/2−, 11/2−

and 9/2− states calculated with the GFPX1A interac-
tion have a root-mean-squared (rms) deviation of 169
keV. Matrix elements for the electromagnetic transitions
are sensitive to the rms radius of the 0f7/2 orbit, and
with harmonic oscillator radial wavefunctions they scale
approximately with bλ, where b is the oscillator length
parameter. Spherical Skyrme Hartree-Fock calculations,
with Skx [15] and Sly4 [16] interactions, were used to de-
termine the 0f7/2 orbital rms radius. The Skx 0f7/2 rms
radius was reproduced by the harmonic oscillator model
with b = 1.937 fm. This parameter is approximately 3%
larger for Sly4, which represents the theoretical uncer-
tainty in the rms radius. The matrix elements, therefore,
have uncertainties of 18%, 15%, and 12% for the calcu-
lated λ = 6, 5, 4 matrix elements, respectively.

The full set of results is provided in Table II of Ref. [8],
and average values of both fp-shell calculations are sum-
marised and compared to experiment in Table II in this
paper. Results of the (f7/2)13 calculations are similar to
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TABLE I. Summary of adopted level and γ-ray energies, transition multipolarities, newly measured relative intensities (taking
sum-coincidence events into account) and deduced transition strengths for the E4, M5, and E6 measured in this work quoted
in units of Weisskopf units (W.u), as well as e2fm2λ for the E4 and E6 transitions and µ2

N fm2λ−2 for the M5. The half-life
of the Jπ = 19/2− isomer is 2.54(2) minutes [6]. Conflicting relative intensities quoted in Table 1 of Ref. [2] and Table III of
Ref. [3] are provided for reference. Transition strengths calculated using the branching ratios of Ref. [3] are also provided for
comparison with those of the present work.

ELevel Eγ σL Iγ B(σλ) (W.u) B(σλ) (e2fm2λ, µ2
N fm2λ−2)

Ref. [6] Ref. [6] Ref. [6] This work Ref. [2] Ref. [3] This work Iγ([3]) This work Iγ([3])

3040.4 701.1(1) E4 ≡100 ≡100 ≡100 0.2593(21) 0.2587(21) 6.46(5)×102 6.44(6)×102

1712.6(3) M5 1.05(5) 0.7(1) 1.3(1) 4.34(21) 5.4(4) 3.31(16)×105 4.1(3)×105

3040.6(5) E6 0.056(17) 0.020(5) 0.06(1) 0.42(12) 0.45(8) 2.61(81)×105 2.8(5)×105

2339.24 1011.2(2) M1(+E2) 79.4(3) 86(9) 86(9)
2338.3(5) M1+E2 22.3(2) 13(2) 13(2)

TABLE II. Theoretical values of proton and neutron contri-
butions to the E4, M5 and E6 matrix elements (Ap,n) calcu-
lated in the full fp model space, discussed in the text. Uncer-
tainties in the calculated matrix elements are ±(18,15,12)%
for λ = (6, 5, 4), respectively. For the M5 transition,
M = (Ap + An). Experimental matrix elements (Mexpt.

p )
are determined from this work.

σL Ap × 103 An × 103 M× 103 Mexpt.
p × 103

E4 0.142(17) 0.045(7) - 0.1137(5)

M5 5.09(76) -0.11(2) 4.98(76) 2.57(6)

E6 3.52(63) 0.22(4) - 2.29(35)

those in Ref. [4]. Surprisingly, matrix elements obtained
in the full fp model space are almost a factor of two
smaller than the restricted-basis values. This is unusual,
since strong λ = 2 transitions are generally enhanced in
the full fp space with respect to the restricted one. This
behavior comes about because the high-λ transitions are
dominated by the 0f7/2 orbital; in the larger space, the
matrix elements are diluted by mixing of the 0f7/2 com-
ponent with 1p orbitals, which cannot contribute to the
high-multipolarity transitions; in contrast, the 1p orbitals
contribute to and enhance λ = 2 transition strength.

A remarkable aspect of these high-multipolarity tran-
sitions is that they are dominated by their proton com-
ponent. This, again, is in contrast to strong B(E2) tran-
sitions, in which the proton and neutron components are
typically observed to be similar. For this reason, the
isoscalar E2 effective charge is best determined with, for
example, the empirical value of εp + εn = 2.0 obtained
in Ref. [18]. The separate proton and neutron E2 effec-
tive charges can only be obtained in special cases. An
example is the A = 51 mirror nuclei system [19], where
values of εp ≈ 1.15 and εn ≈ 0.80 were obtained from the

measured E2 transition data.

The calculated proton and neutron contributions and
experimental matrix elements, presented in Table II, can
be used with Equation (3) to obtain effective proton
charges for the high-multipolarity electric transitions.
For the small neutron component, εn = 0.5 is adopted
[20]. The results obtained are: εp = 0.62(13) for λ = 6;
and εp = 0.64(6) for λ = 4; if a value of εn = 0 is used in-
stead, εp = 0.65(13) and εp = 0.80(7) are found for λ = 6
and λ = 4, respectively. These results are presented in
Fig. 3, along with the value of εp = 1.15 for λ = 2 from
Ref. [19], which has an assumed uncertainty of 5%.

Effective charges are evaluated by considering the cou-
pling of valence nucleons to particle-hole excitations of
the core. Whether based on perturbation theory or
the particle-vibration concepts of Bohr and Mottelson
[21], there is a choice of—and sensitivity to—the resid-
ual particle-hole interaction adopted in the calculation.
Core-polarization contributions for all λ values were cal-
culated for seven different interactions in Ref. [20]. The
results of these calculations, summarized in Table I of
Ref. [20], are compared to empirical values for λ = 2, 4, 6
in Fig. 3. The one that adopts Wigner-type interactions,
shown in red, has a trend which is closest matched to
experiment. However, while there is excellent agreement
for λ = 2, all of the theoretical results are too large for
λ = 4 and λ = 6.

The E6 matrix element within the (0f7/2)13 configu-
ration can be written as a product of two 0f7/2 spec-
troscopic amplitudes for one-proton removal times the
single-particle E6 matrix element. Cross sections from
(e, e′p) data are also proportional to the product of two
0f7/2 spectroscopic amplitudes; these are quenched by
about a factor of two compared to those calculated in the
fp model space (see e.g., Ref. [22] for 51V(e, e′p)50Ti).
This is interpreted as a “dilution” of the fp part of
the wavefunction due to short- [23, 24] and long-range
[25] correlations that go beyond the fp model-space.
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This phenomenon is observed more broadly across the
nuclear landscape [26, 27] and cross sections extracted
from nucleon transfer-reaction data are also known to
be quenched by a similar magnitude [28]. The similari-
ties suggest that quenching of the E6 matrix element ob-
served in this work and quenching of (e, e′p) cross sections
are connected. Ultimately, any model that is used to un-
derstand the quenching of nucleon-removal cross sections
should be extended to include calculations of electromag-
netic matrix elements.

Since matrix elements of single-particle operators can
be expanded in terms of the overlap integrals between
eigenstates of a system with A nucleons and one of mass
(A − 1) [29], high-multipole transitions appear to pro-
vide a sensitive probe of single-particle features of atomic
nuclei. Further theoretical investigation into the high-
multipolarity matrix elements, that includes such corre-
lations, is therefore necessary.

In summary, experimental observation of an E6 tran-
sition in 53Fe is unambiguously confirmed by identifying
and removing sum-coincidence contributions with three
distinct methods that are in mutual agreement. Transi-
tion strengths for the high-multipolarity transitions from
the 2.54(2)-minute, J = 19/2− isomer have been deter-
mined from the newly measured branching ratios. In the
fp model space, the E6 strength comes mainly from the
dominant (0f7/2)13 configuration. When this mixes with
the many other fp configurations, the (0f7/2)13 config-
uration becomes ‘diluted’ and the total E6 matrix ele-
ment decreases by about a factor of two in our calcula-
tions. The negative effective charge obtained for the full
fp model space for E6 could be connected as a further
dilution relative to the ‘exact’ wavefunction that goes be-
yond the fp model space. Connection of the reduction
of (e, e′p) cross sections compared to those calculated in

the fp model space was also discussed.
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Supplemental Material: Reference [1] presents the
first experimental confirmation of hexacontatetrapole,
E6 γ decay to include a detailed consideration of sum
contributions to the measured γ-ray yields. The dif-
ferent approaches used to evaluate the sum contribu-
tions are described below with results summarised in
Table III. The sum-component fractions of the total
3041-keV γ-ray yield determined by each method were
48(11)% (Experimental), 47(25)% (Geometric), 46(6)%
(Computational) and 42(11)% (Monte Carlo), respec-
tively.
Experimental: In the example shown in Fig. 4, an

excited state, E3, relaxes via two distinct pathways:
a single γ decay (γ3) direct to E1 and a two-photon
cascade (γ2 and γ1) via E2. The relative probability of
each pathway taking place is given by the branching
ratios of the transitions that depopulate E3 (b3 and b2).
The measured yield of γ3 (Y3) includes the number of γ3
decays (I3), corrected for detection efficiency (ε3), and
the additional sum component from γ2 and γ1 (S2,1),
such that:

Y3 = I3 · ε3 + S2,1, (4)

where:

S2,1 = I2 · ε2 · b1 · ε1 ·W 2,1(0), (5)

and W 2,1(0) is the angular correlation of γ2 and γ1 at
≈ 0◦ averaged over the solid angle subtended by the de-
tector. If more than one cascade pathway exists, then a
sum over all combinations of sum contributions must be
considered.

γ3 γ2

γ1

I3 I2

I1

b3 b2

b1

E3

E2

E1

FIG. 4. Example level scheme and γ-ray transitions used
to explain the methods of determining sum contributions of
measured γ-ray yields described in the text. An excited state,
E3, has two relaxation pathways: one direct to E1, and the
other through a cascade of γ rays via an intermediate level,
E2. Each transition yield is characterised by its intensity (I),
branching ratio (b) and γ-ray detection efficiency (ε).

The yield of the 2029-keV full-energy sum peak
observed from the γ-decay of 53mFe, which can only
occur though summing of the 701-keV and 1328-keV
γ-rays, can be directly measured and scaled to estimate
the sum-coincidence components of the other transitions.
Using the notation of Equation (5):

Y2029 = S2029 = I701 · ε701 · b1011 · b1328 · ε1328
×W 701,1328(0). (6)

Expressions that connect the two- and three-fold sum
components of each transition to S2029, other measured
γ-ray yields and branching ratios, detection efficiencies
and calculated angular correlations between pairs of γ
rays can then be deduced. For example, the contribu-
tions to the 3041-keV full-energy peak are given by:

S701,2338 = S2029·
(
Y2338 − Y1011 · ε1328 ·W 1011,2338(0)

Y1011

)
×

(
ε1011
ε1328

)
·
(
W 701,2338(0)

W 701,1328(0)

)
, (7)

S1713,1328 = S2029·
(
Y1713 − Y1011 · ε701 ·W 701,1011(0)

Y1011

)
×
(
ε1011
ε701

)
·
(
W 1713,1328(0)

W 701,1328(0)

)
, (8)

S701,1011,1328 = S2029 ·ε1011 ·
(
W 701,1011,1328(0)

W 701,1328(0)

)
. (9)

Similar expressions can be defined for the sum compo-
nents of the 1713-keV and 2338-keV transitions; these
corrections are ≈ 10% and ≈ 1%, respectively.
Geometric: The sum contributions can be directly in-

ferred by considering the change in counting efficiency
between different detector geometries. The three γ-ray
detectors mounted on adjustable rails were moved radi-
ally outwards by ≈ 3.5 cm to reduce their solid angle
coverage. This decreased the expected full-energy peak
yields by a reduction factor, rε, for a ‘real’, single γ-
ray event, r2ε for a sum-coincidence event and r3ε for a
triple-sum-coincidence event. The measured total yields
for each γ ray, in both the ‘near’ and ‘far’ geometries,
can be reduced to a single expression connecting the real
component to the total measured yields and respective
detection efficiencies. In this work, rε = 2.01(6) was de-
duced from measurement of the absolute detection effi-
ciency for both geometries. Gamma-ray intensities de-
termined from this geometric approach were consistent
with the Experimental method, giving further confidence
in the results. However, these suffered from larger exper-
imental uncertainties and are not included in the final
branching-ratio analysis.
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Computational: Following Equation (4), a general
expression for Y3041 can be defined as follows:

Y3041 = I3041 · ε3041 (10)

+ I701 · b2338 · ε701 · ε2338 ·W 701,2338(θ)

+ I1713 · b1328 · ε1713 · ε1328 ·W 1713,1328(θ)

+ I701 · b1011 · b1328 · ε701 · ε1011 · ε1328
×W 701,1011,1328(θ).

Since Y reali = Ii · εi for non-sum events and
Y1 = I2 · b2 · ε1 for sequential cascades of γ rays (such
as the γ2 to γ1 cascade in Fig. 4), Equation (10) can
be further reduced to a single expression that only
includes quantities that were measured directly in the
experiment—γ-ray yields and detection efficiencies—
and calculated angular correlation coefficients, such that:

Y3041 = Y real3041 + a+ b+ c, (11)
where:

a = (Y2338 − Y1011 · ε1328 ·W 1011,1328(θ)) · ε701 (12)

×W 701,2338(θ),

b = (Y1713 − Y1011 · ε701 ·W 701,1011(θ)) · ε1328
×W 1713,1328(θ),

c = (Y1328 · ε701 · ε1011
+ (Y1011 · ε701 ·W 701,1011(θ)− Y1713)

× ε701 · ε1011 · ε1328
ε1713

) ·W 701,1011,1328(θ),

and S3041 = a + b + c. Following this methodology,
similar expressions can be determined for the sum
contributions to the other γ rays and the 2029-keV sum
peak:

Y1713 = I1713 · ε1713 (13)

+ I701 · b1011 · ε701 · ε1011 ·W 701,1011(θ),

= Y real1713 + (Y1011 · ε701 ·W 701,1011(θ)).

Y2338 = I2338 · ε2338 (14)

+ I1011 · b1328 · ε1011 · ε1328 ·W 1011,1328(θ),

= Y real2338 + (Y1011 · ε1328 ·W 1011,1328(θ)).

Y2029 = I701 · b1011 · b1328 · ε701 · ε1328 ·W 1701,1328(θ),
(15)

= Y1328 · ε701 ·W 1701,1328(θ).

Equations (11), (12), (13) (14), (15) now define the
sum contributions to each peak in terms of the experi-
mentally observed peak yields that are inclusive of both

the real and sum components. These observed peak
yields and their uncertainties can then be used to deter-
mine the summing contributions. Uncertainties in the
sum components were evaluated using a Monte Carlo
methodology. The γ-ray yields were randomly sam-
pled using Gaussian distributions centred on the mea-
sured values with widths defined by their uncertainties.
This resulted in distributions of real and sum-coincidence
yields, from which the mean and standard deviation were
used in the subsequent analysis.
Monte Carlo: From the experimental and computa-

tional methods, a set of branching ratios were deduced
from the corrected γ-ray yields, removing the sum com-
ponents. Consistency of these results was confirmed by
performing a Monte Carlo simulation of the γ decay of
53mFe and evaluating the implied summing contributions
as an additional check.

The Monte Carlo simulation was developed to model
the γ decay of 53mFe and evaluate the associated sum-
ming contributions. In the model, decay of 53mFe pro-
ceeds via randomised pathways that are weighted by the
measured transition branching ratios of this work. The
simulation considers each individual detector efficiency
and takes account of angular-correlation effects. A sum
event is recorded when two or more γ rays from a cas-
cade are recorded in the same detector. The number of
simulated decays was fixed as the number of 53mFe de-
cay events that occurred in the experiments for the near
(∼208M) and far (∼214M) geometries, respectively. Sep-
arate simulations were used to estimate statistical errors:
five iterations of 10 million 53mFe decay events; one it-
eration of 100 million events, and two iterations of one
billion events. Results of the MC simulation for the total
yields and sum components are consistent with the exper-
imental value for the 3041-keV transition. MC-simulated
yields of the other real γ rays are within 5% of the cor-
responding experimental values.

Results obtained from the different approaches are
summarised in Table III. Importantly, evaluations of the
sum contributions to each of the γ rays agree between
the experimental and computational methods, and they
are also in agreement with the Monte Carlo predictions.

Table IV shows the complete set of calculated matrix
elements, as described in the text of Ref. [1]. Theoretical
values of proton and neutron components (Ap,n) of the
E6, M5 and E4 matrix elements are provided.
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TABLE III. Summary of the raw data for each full-energy peak area observed in the decay of 53mFe in both the ‘near’ and ‘far’
detector geometries discussed in the text of Ref. [1]. Total yields of each full-energy peak (Yγ) are shown for the experimental
(Expt.) and Monte Carlo (MC) methods; these include any possible two- and three-fold summing events. Sum contributions
(Si) to relevant full-energy peak yields are shown for experimental (Expt.), computational (Comp.) and Monte Carlo (MC)
methods. All three methods give consistent results for each γ-ray energy, including the different sum contributions observed in
the ‘Near’ and ‘Far’ geometries.

Near Far

Eγ Total yield, Yγ Sum, Si Total yield, Yγ Sum, Si

(keV) Expt. MC Expt. Comp. MC Expt. MC Expt. Comp. MC

701 942815(2855) 942731(4317) - - - 691684(2449) 690508(3162) - - -
1011 585573(3110) 578761(2412) - - - 436114(2184) 424867(1770) - - -
1328 507607(2192) 485255(2367) - - - 378218(1850) 356993(1741) - - -
1713 6190(263) 6136(269) 794(189) 730(27) 732(106) 4427(222) 4298(188) 500(155) 375(11) 366(53)
2029 614(140) 542(104) 614(140) 630(23) 542(104) 387(119) 310(60) 387(119) 329(9) 310(60)
2338 88164(861) 88271(1589) 762(181) 760(28) 720(95) 68356(768) 65264(1175) 480(149) 390(11) 366(48)
3041 394(62) 338(86) 178(42) 185(7) 163(46) 217(48) 212(54) 118(37) 99(3) 82(23)

TABLE IV. Theoretical values of proton and neutron components (Ap,n) of E6, M5 and E4 matrix elements discussed in
the text of Ref. [1]. These values were calculated with the Skx radial wavefunctions and an oscillator length of b = 1.937 fm.
For the electric transitions, Eλ, Ap (e fmλ) is obtained with ep = 1.0 and en = 0.0, while An is calculated with ep = 0.0
and en = 1.0. For the M5 transition, Ap,n (µN fmλ−1) is calculated with the free-nucleon g factors, and the matrix element
M = (Ap + An). Uncertainties in the calculated matrix-element components are ±(18,15,12)% for L = (6, 5, 4), respectively.
Experimental matrix elements (Mexpt.

p ) are determined from the B(σL) values measured in this work.

σL Model Space Hamiltonian Ap×103 An×103 M×103

(e fmλ, µN fmλ−1)

E6 (fp)13 GFPX1A [2] 3.34(60) 0.14(3) -
KB3G [3] 3.69(66) 0.29(5) -
Average 3.52(63) 0.22(4) -

(f7/2)13 [4] 5.73(103) 0.15(3) -

Mexpt.
p × 103: 2.29(35) e fm6

M5 (fp)13 GFPX1A 4.71(71) -0.16(2) 4.55(71)
KB3G 5.47(82) -0.06(1) 5.41(82)

Average 5.09(76) -0.11(2) 4.98(76)
(f7/2)13 [4] 8.40(122) 0.14(2) 8.54(126)

Mexpt.
p × 103: 2.57(6) µN fm4

E4 (fp)13 GFPX1A 0.129(15) 0.039(5) -
KB3G 0.155(19) 0.051(6) -

Average 0.142(17) 0.045(5) -
(f7/2)13 [4] 0.216(26) 0.019(2) -

Mexpt.
p × 103: 0.1137(5) e fm4
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